
Careers Curriculum Map

Big
ideas

Stable, labour market information,curriculum links, employer links, workplace, further education, personal guidance

Careers in Curriculum allows students to explore careers linked  to their curriculum in every subject. The exploration includes, skill and qualification
requirements, typical tasks and current  Labour Market Information relating to a job sector.

Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 Year 11

Care
ers

narr
ative

All students will be introduced
to Unifrog which will enable
them to  explore their ‘dream
jobs’ through the careers
library and Unifrog  quizzes.
Students will watch recorded
webinars from different
careers  paths and will engage
with employers through
assemblies and employer
talks and visits.

All students will take part in a
specific revision lesson
around preparing for
assessments and how success
in assessments can lead to
your future career goal.

All students will be introduced
to Unifrog which will enable
them to  explore their ‘dream
jobs’ through the careers
library and Unifrog  quizzes.
Students will watch recorded
webinars from different
careers  paths and will engage
with employers through
assemblies and employer talks
and visits.

Students will explore how the
world of  work is changing and
the skills they will need  in
order to be successful in the
future.

All students will be introduced
to Unifrog which will enable
them to  explore their ‘dream
jobs’ through the careers
library and Unifrog  quizzes.
Students will watch recorded
webinars from different
careers  paths and will engage
with employers through
assemblies and employer
talks and visits.

One of the most significant
choices  that students must
make in Year 9 are which
subjects they will choose to
study at GCSE,  finalised at
options evening. An excellent
opportunity for parents to
discuss with their children

All students will be introduced
to Unifrog which will enable
them to  explore their ‘dream
jobs’ through the careers
library and Unifrog  quizzes.
Students will watch recorded
webinars from different
careers  paths and will engage
with employers through
assemblies and employer
talks and visits.

As their GCSE year begins,
we find that student
determination to succeed
hugely increases,  along with
their maturing as
independent  learners.
In order to continue to link
student academic  experience

All students will be introduced
to Unifrog which will enable
them to  explore their ‘dream
jobs’ through the careers
library and Unifrog  quizzes.
Students will watch recorded
webinars from different
careers  paths and will engage
with employers through
assemblies and employer
talks and visits.

As students enter their final
year, decisions are upon them
to think about their next steps
once they have received their
results in August. We intend to
support students to  attain as
highly as possible in their
GCSEs and  guide them to
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All students will take part in a
specific revision lesson
around preparing for
assessments and how success
in assessments can lead to
your future career goal.

about the subjects they wish
to study at GCSE.
In order to ensure that
students and parents  are
making informed options
choices that  correspond to
their future career goals, we
will be providing specific
guidance regarding  preparing
for GCSE and the importance
of  GCSE choices for
subsequent study and
employment.

Year 9 have the experience of
taking part in an
opportunities fair that is
supported by the local MP
and students have the
opportunity to engage with
over 30 employers and
careers outlets (including
apprecitiships). Year 9 also
take part in a CV writing
workshop.

All students will take part in a
specific revision lesson
around preparing for
assessments and how success
in assessments can lead to

with their future careers and
aspirations for the future, Year
10 will be  provided with
guidance on the range of
pathways available to them
beyond school. Students will
have multiple visits from local
6th form providers and
college establishments in
encouraging them to think
about their year 11 next steps.

Students are also encouraged
and supported to undertake a
meaningful workplace
experience placement beyond
their Gloucester Academy
experience and will receive
guidance from the KS4
Careers lead & Achievement
Leader.

Students have the opportunity
to take part in mock
interviews with local
providers, supported by
CEIAG

Year 10 have the experience
of taking part in an
opportunities fair that is

decide what pathway they
want to pursue.

Local 6th forms visit students
during social time to discuss
their experience, students
have assemblies from local
further education providers
and students are taken on
visits and open days to further
provider establishments.

All students receive one-on-
one personal careers guidance
from Karen Ward, our careers
advisor about the pathway
they would like to choose and
how they apply for these
options.

Students have the opportunity
to take part in mock
interviews with local
providers, supported by
CEIAG

All students will take part in a
specific revision lesson
around preparing for
assessments and how success
in assessments can lead to
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your future career goal. supported by the local MP
and students have the
opportunity to engage with
over 30 employers and
careers outlets (including
apprecitiships). Year 10 also
take part in a CV writing
workshop.

All students will take part in a
specific revision lesson
around preparing for
assessments and how success
in assessments can lead to
your future career goal.

your future career goal.

Year 11 have the experience
of taking part in an
opportunities fair that is
supported by the local MP
and students have the
opportunity to engage with
over 30 employers and
careers outlets (including
apprecitiships). Year 11 also
take part in a CV writing
workshop.

Unit
1

Your Future Career
*Careers; unifrog, definition,
careers of future, types of
careers, your career,  how to
revise

All Students will sign up to
Unifrog and complete the
workplace  personality
Questionnaires

Prior learning:
Knowledge of different jobs.

Future learning:
CV writing, work experience,

Your Future Career
*Careers; unifrog, definition,
careers of future, types of
careers, your career., finding a
job, work conduct, how to
revise

Prior learning:
LMI and career options via
Unifrog.

Future learning:

Subject Choices
*Careers; definition, careers of
future, your interest and
careers, STEM, GCSE
subjects,GCSEs and your
future, how to revise

Prior learning:
What are GCSEs? Linking
career options with subject
plans.

Unifrog (intro and use),
Gloucester Opportunities Fair,
What happens after Y11,

Prior learning:
Some knowledge of different
jobs available and different job
sectors.

Unifrog (intro and use),
Post-16 Options
Course options, What are Sixth
forms, What are Colleges,
Provider assemblies(HPHS,
Denmark Road, Crypt, STRS),
Gloucester Opportunities Fair,
1:1 Careers Appointment,
Open Event Information sent to
students,

Prior learning:
Overview of A-Levels, T-Levels
and Apprenticeships.

Future Learning:
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careers and higher education,
finding a job.

CV writing, work experience,
careers and higher education,
finding a job.

Future learning:
Choosing GCSEs, A-levels and
Post-16 options.

Future learning:
CV writing, how to find a job,
work experience.

CV writing, higher education
opportunities, Visits to Russell
Group universities.

Unit
2

Building your Skills
Skills: skills and employment
your skills, developing skills,
your CV, work experience.

Prior learning:
Skills fo success, Unifrog, CV
skills, your values.

Future learning:
Applying for Post-16 and
Post-18 options. Developing
skills.

Building your Skills
Skills: skills and employment
your skills, developing skills,
your CV, interview, cover letter.

Prior learning:
Work experience, Unifrog, CV
skills, your values.

Future learning:
Applying for Post-16 and
Post-18 options. Developing
skills.

Personal Growth
Skills for success: wellbeing,
money matters, business
skills, leadership.

Prior learning:
Valuable employability skills,
LMI and work experience.

Future learning:
Deciding on Post-16 and
Post-18.

Group careers workshops,
Unifrog,

Unifrog, University visits
(Oxford, Bristol, Warwick), 1:1
careers appointments,
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Unit
3

Raising Aspirations
GCSEs, Post 16 options, Post-18
options.

Prior learning:
Unifrog, exploration of
interests and future careers.

Future learning:
Value of Post 16 and Post 18
options. Work experience. How
to be successful.

Raising Aspirations
GCSEs, Post 16 options, Post-18
options, Skills for Success,
Workplace skills

Prior learning:
Unifrog, exploration of
interests and future careers.

Future learning:
Value of Post 16 and Post 18
options. Work experience. How
to be successful.

Foundations for Future
Revision strategies, Post-16,
Post-18

Prior learning:
Unifrog, exploration of
interests and future
careers/higher education.

Future learning:
Interactions with employers
and post 16/18 providers.

1:1 Careers Appointments, 6th
form provision presentations,
Unifrog, Work Experience,


